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10 business travel questions asked the most

  


  
    Business travel planning isn't easy, and you're likely to get asked plenty of repetitive (and perhaps even frustrating) questions.  Here's a list of frequently asked traveller questions with quick and easy answers so you can get hours back in your day!

Read more about 10 business travel questions asked the most
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4 ways to get your business travellers' mojo back

  


  
    You can’t talk about cost savings without talking about added value. Value is what you get that you can’t always calculate (think dedicated service, 24/7 support, personal cheerleader), as well as the things you can put a price on (perks, time savings, healthier bottom lines).
Read more about 4 ways to get your business travellers' mojo back
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Stay Ahead of the Game: Business travel spend trends you can’t ignore

  


  
    Gain insights into the latest business travel spend trends with the new report from Corporate Traveller. Explore key findings and understand how these trends can impact your business.
Read more about Stay Ahead of the Game: Business travel spend trends you can’t ignore
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From Runway to Skies: The Low-Cost Challenge and Innovation

  


  
    Welcome to the closing flight of the CT Chronicles, Supplier Edition! In this episode, we explore the world of affordable air travel. Kirby Gordon, CMO at FlySafair, joins us to guide us through the fascinating intricacies of low-cost flying.
Read more about From Runway to Skies: The Low-Cost Challenge and Innovation
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Business Travel Mistakes: Common Blunders that Can Bust Your Budget

  


  
    A Corporate Traveller survey has revealed 8 common business travel mistakes made when booking. Discover how a TMC like Corporate Traveller can prevent them, and save on travel expenses.
Read more about Business Travel Mistakes: Common Blunders that Can Bust Your Budget
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Radisson Uncovered: Inside the Hospitality Whirlwind

  


  
    Pull up a chair, grab a cuppa, and welcome to the CT Chronicles’ Supply Edition where we're spilling the tea on the Radisson Hotel Group. Our spotlight for this episode? Radisson's Senior Key Account Director, Rochelle Schonken. This powerhouse unveils Radisson's world of innovation, talent development, and top-tier services.
Read more about Radisson Uncovered: Inside the Hospitality Whirlwind
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Amplify her voice: The leading ladies of Corporate Traveller on Women’s Day

  


  
    This Women’s Day, meet the trailblazers shaping the future of corporate travel. At Corporate Traveller, we're proud to support the success of women in leadership. Their vision, passion and perseverance are driving innovation and excellence in our industry.
Read more about Amplify her voice: The leading ladies of Corporate Traveller on Women’s Day
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Ask a Travel Manager: Top Tips for Business Travel Planning

  


  
    Even when a business trip or travel arrangements seem quite straightforward, it helps to have a travel expert by your side. Someone who knows what questions to ask, what curveballs to anticipate, and what opportunities there might be to secure a saving, upgrade or perk!
Read more about Ask a Travel Manager: Top Tips for Business Travel Planning
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Up, Up and Away: Flexible Air Tickets Shape the Future of Air Travel Retail

  


  
    Welcome to another episode of CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition! This time, we're joined by our esteemed guest, Wilson Tauro, Country Manager of Southern Africa, for Air France-KLM, in an insightful conversation with our very own Lance Nkwe. 
Read more about Up, Up and Away: Flexible Air Tickets Shape the Future of Air Travel Retail
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Discover How Hertz is Championing Sustainability in Car Rentals

  


  
    In this episode of the CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition episode, we explore the future of the car rental industry, where sustainability is taking the driver's seat. Join us as we sit down with Julian Visagie, the CEO of Hertz to gain an in-depth understanding of Hertz's sustainability initiatives, the rise of hybrid vehicles, and the potential for electric vehicle adoption. 
Read more about Discover How Hertz is Championing Sustainability in Car Rentals
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The Rise of Hush Holidays: Playing Hide-and-Seek in the Work-From-Anywhere Era

  


  
    Fasten your seat belts as the 'work from anywhere' era steps on the gas. In the fast lane of this new age, hush holidays are cruising in, a silent phenomenon stirring duty of care considerations into a tricky maze that has organisations reaching for their strategy maps.
Read more about The Rise of Hush Holidays: Playing Hide-and-Seek in the Work-From-Anywhere Era
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Decoding Hospitality's Future with City Lodge Hotel Group 

  


  
    From AI innovations to eco-friendly practices, the future of hospitality is being reimagined. In this episode of the CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition, we're joined by Lindiwe Sangweni-Siddo, COO of City Lodge Hotel Group, as we delve into the vibrant trends redefining the hospitality landscape.
Read more about Decoding Hospitality's Future with City Lodge Hotel Group 
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